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A knowledge of the nature of gene action for yield components and
diversity amongst the parents is essential for formulating any breeding pro-
gramme. In the present study an attempt has been made to compare the
relative performance of F, and first backcross progenies of 6x6 diallel set
of crosses in Bhindi and to examine the utility of this technique characters,
viz. Days to flowering, plant height and number of pods per plant.

Materials and Methods

Six genetically diverse inbreds of bhindi (Seven dhari, Red wonder, Pusa
sawani, Dwarf green, White velvet and AE 107) were crossed in all possible
combinations without reciprocals. F,'s were selfed by bagging the flowers to
produce F2 seeds and F,'s were back crossed to both their parents to obtain
first back-cross generation seeds. The Fj and back cross generations were
grown along with the parental selfs in kharif 1974-75 at the Agriculture
College, Dharwar in a randomised block design with three replications. Spac-
ing between and within rows were 45 cm and 30 cm respectively. One row
of each parent, twelve and four rows of F, and first back cross generations
respectively were sown in 3 m long rows. Days to flowering, plant height and
number of fruits per plant were recorded on five plants in parents and on
all the plants in F? and back cross generations.

Means of parents, F ,s and first back cross generations were utilized for
statistical analysis. The method adopted by Hayman (1954) was followed for
analysing the components of variance.

Results and Discussion

The estimates of genetic components of variation with their proportions
and difference for three quantitative characters in F3, BC, and BC, genera-
tions are presented below.

Days to flowering: Estimates of genetic components are presented in
Table-1.
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Table 1

Estimates of genetic components with their proportions and difference
for days to flower in different generations of 6x6 dialiel crosses

in bhindi

Corr. value between
(Wf + Vr ) and Yr _Q

Heritability in the
narrow sense in 18.9
percentage.
ta -15.052

-0.652

52.6

0.100

-0.928

20.1

0.958

Significant at 5% ** Significant at 1 %

The significance of H, and H2 indicated the operation of dominant genes
in respect of this character in .F2 .generatioJJ. However net dominant effect
/. 2) ^ .» the loci was not significant. The presence of overaommance

indicated by (H./D)' value' Une1ual distribution of the positive and nega_

live alleh is indicated by H2/4H, being 0.181 a«d this is further empasized by
the fact that H,-H, is not equal to zero. F value is insignificant and posi-
tive indicating that there are dominant alieles in the parents for the character.
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KD/KR value is more than one, suggesting the presence of more of dominant
genes in the parents. K value (h a /H2) indicated that atleast one dominant
gene was in operation in controlling days to flowering. The heritability of
the character in the narrow sense is 18.9 psr cent suggesting the minor part
played by additive genes in controlling the character. Negative correlation

between Y r and (w
r +\ ) revealed the operation of dominant genes in

positive direction. The V test indicates the failure of the diallel model.

In BC, generation, high level significance of D, Hl; H2 ancj rr indicated
the operation of additive and dominant genes in respect of days to flowering

The presence of overdominance was indicated by (HJD)^ value. HJ4Hi was
not equal to 0.25 indicating the unequal distribution of the positive and
negative allels. This is supplimented by H,-H2 value being not equal to zero.
KD/KR value being more than one indicated the presence of dominant genes
among all the parents. Significant positive F value indicated that there are
dominant allels in the parents for the character. K value (h-/H2) suggested
that at least one group of dominant genes was controlling days to flowering.
The heritability of the character in the narrow sense was 52.6 per cent which
indicated that additive genetic variation constituted a very large portion of
the phenotypic variation. Dominance was in the direction of lateness as shown
by the negative correlation between (W _|_ V ) and Y

Significance ofD, H,, H2 and h2 suggests that both additive and dominant
genes were important in governing days to flowering in BC, generation.

-I /DV* which measures t S i • overaU degree of dominance was 1.888 thus, indicating
over dominance. H 2 /4H, (0.193) being not equal to 0.25 suggests the asymmetry of
gene distribution. Confirmation ofthe same is observed by high KD/KR value (2.415)
and H,-H2 being not equal to zero. Positive F value suggests that there are dominant
allels for the character in the parents. K value (h /H2) indicated that atleast three
dominant genes were in operation in controlling the character. The herbita-
bllity of the character being 20.1 per cent in the narrow sense indicated that
the major part of the phenotypic variability was non-additive. Significant
negative correleation between Y and (W _j_ V ) shows that there was do-

minance for late flowering.

Plant height: Components of genetic variation have been presented in
Tab!e-2. High significance of H, and H2 in F2 generation indicated the operation
of dominant genes in respect of this character. Significance of h Suggests
that the dominant gene effects were important in determining plant height.
D componant was negative which might have arisen due to excess of error

variance. The overall degree of dominance measured by (H,/D)J ein& more
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Table 2

Estimates of genetic components with their proportions and difference for
plant height in different generations of 6x6 diallel crosses in bhindi

than one (4.119) suggests overdominance. The value of H2/4H,, was 0.266>
which is not equal to 0.25 indicating the unequal distribution of positive and
negative alkies and this was further confirmed by KD/KR being not equal
to one and F value being negative. This values also suggest the presence of
more of recessive genes in parents. This fact is further strengthened by H -H
value. h^H, indicated that atleast tour groups of dominant §enes were in

operation in controlling plant height. Heritability in the narrow sense being.
1.9 percent revealed that additive genetic variation constituted a very low-
proportion of the phenotypic variation. Dominance was in the direction of
tallness as indicated by the negative correlation between (W , V ) and Y
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H H and h2 being significant in ,>,( generation pointed out that
dominance was important i n governing plant height in bhinii. D component

was negative due to greater error variance. (H./D/^ value (2-936) b^ing more

than one suggests the operation of overdominance in controlling plant height.
H2/4H, value being less than 0.25, HrH2 nQt } tQ zerQ &nd KD/KR in

dicated the fact that the positive and negative alleles were unequally distri-
buted in the parents. Atleast four groups of dominant genes were found to
control the plant height. Heritability in the narrow sense was poor (6.10 per
cent) indicating the minor part played by additive genes in controlling plant
height. Dominance was in the direction of tallness as revealed by negative cor-
relation between (W _j_ V ) and Y

In IK', generation high significance of H, H2 and b/ suggested the
operation of dominant genes in respect of plant height. Excess of error
variance was responsible for D component being negative. Operation of do-

minant genes in respect of this character was evident from the value (H1/D)'5r

being 2.209. Unequal distribution of genes is revealed by HJ4H, being not
equal to 0.25, H,-H. not equal to zero and KD/KR value being not equal
to one F value suggests the presence of more of recessive genes in parents.
Atleast five groups of dominant genes are responsible for controlling this
character. Poor h e r i t a b i l i t y in the narrow sense suggested the minor part
played by additive genes in controlling plant height. Correlation between
Y and (W 4 V ) being negative indicated the operation of dominant genes

in positive direction.

Number of fruits per plant: Components of genetic variation are pre-
sented in T<ible-3.

Significance of D at one per cent and significance of H, at five per
cent probability level suggests the operation of additive and dominant genes

in respect of this character. (H./D)* which measures the overa11 degree of

dominance was 0.712, indicating the operation of partial dominance. The
value of H,/4H t (0.106) not equal to 0.25 suggests asymmetry of gene dis-
tribution for number of fruits. This was also evident by high KD/KR value
(3.147) and H rH2 being not equal to zero. Highly significant positive F value
indicates the unequal distribution of genes and more of dominant genes in
parents. K value revealed that atleast one group of dominant genes was in
operation in controlling the number of fruits per plant. Heritability estimate
was 64.4 per cent the narrow sense indicating that the major part of the
phenotypic variability was additive. Positive correlation between Y and (W i V -

reveals that dominance was in the direction of lower number of fruits.
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Table 3

Estimates of genetic components with their proportions and difference for
number of fruits per plant in different generations of 6 X 6 diallel crosses in bhindi

Components Generations

Corr. value between

( W r + V r ) a n d Yr
Heritability in the narrow
sense in percentage
t-

* Significant at 5%

0.060

64.40
0.727

Significant at

-0.644

36.80
0.417

-0.662

23.8
-0.028

High level significance of D, H , , and h2 in BC, generation indicated
the operation of additive and dominant genes in respect of this character,
overdominance was indicated by (H./D)* bein§ L248' Asymmetry of gene dis-
tribution for this character was revealed by the value H2/4H( (0.166) and was
further confirmed by high KD/KR value (1.989) and H,-H2 not being equal
to cro. Significant positive F value indicates excess of dominant genes in the
parents. K value being 1.698 suggested the operation of atleast two groups
of dominant genes, controlling number of fruits per plant. Heritability esti-
mate in the narrow sense was 36.80 per cent indicating the major part of
phenotypic variability additive. The negative correlation between Y and W y

suggested that the dominance was in the direction of higher number of fruits
per plant.
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High level significance of D and h! and significance of , , and , , re-
vealed the operation of additive and dominant genes in respect of this

character in BC, generation (H,/D)* bein§ more than one (L275) suggested
the operation of over dominance. The value Ha/4Hi (0.187) not equal to 0.25
and H,-H, vaiue being not equal to zero indicated the unequal distribution
of the positive and negative alleles. Positive F value and KD/KR value
being more than one indicated the presence of more of dominant genes in
the parents. h 2 /H 2

 value being 2.013 suggested the operation of atieact three
groups of dominant genes, controlling number of fruits per plant. Herita-
bility in the narrow sense being 23.8 per cent revealed the part played by
additive genes in total phenotypic variability. The dominance was in the
direction of more number of fruits per plant as indicated by negative correl-
ation between Y and (W + V -

Jinks and Hayman (1953) have developed a diallel cross method which
provides estimates of genetic parameters in F, generation. Jinks (1956) has
extended the same to F, and back cross generations. This method was followed
in the present study which was undertaken with a view to understand the
nature of combining ability and gene action of some of the quantitative
characters contributing to yield so as to enable to suggest the appropriate
breeding procedure for adoption. Previous reports on nature of gene action
in bhmdi are not available and hence this is the first report of its kind in
this crop.

Days to flowering: Study of genetic components revealed that both
additive and dominant gene actions were important in first back cross gener-
ations whereas dominant gene action was prevailing in F2 generations. Overdo-
minance was indicated for the character which may be spurious because of
presence of non-allelic interactions. Unequal distribution of positive and negative
alleles was indicated. K value indicated atleast three groups of dominant genes
in BC, generation. Dominance was in the direction of late flowering. Additive
gene action was more in BC, generation as indicated by high narrow sense
heritability.

Plant height: Significance of H,, H2 and tf in all the three generations
indicated that dominance had a greater part in controlling the character.
Overdominance prevailed in all the generations so also the unequal distribution
of positive and negative alleles. K value indicated four or five groups of
dominant genes controlling the character. Dominance was towards tallness as
indicated by correlation coefficient between Y and (W + V ).

Number of fruits per plant: Significance of H t in F2 anci BC\ anci
high level significance in BCi revealed the role of dominance in the expres-
sion of the character. F., generation indicated partial dominance while BCi
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and i > ( ' , indicated overdominance. Unequal distribution of effects was observed
in all the generations. K value indicated one to three groups of dominant
genes controlling the character. Dominance was towards lower number of pods
in F2 while it was towards greater number of pods in BC, an(j jj',.',. which
might be due to the accumulation of the dominant genes in BC, and BC,
generations. This was also reflected in narrow sense heritability which was
high in 1 generation.

Summary

Estimates of components revealed that both additive and non-additive
type of gene actions were operating for all three characters. Number of frui ts
per plant showed predominantly additive gene action while days to flower and
plant height showed non-additive gene action. Dominance was found to be
acting in the direction of earliness, tallness and greater number of frui ts per
plant. Asymmetrical distribution of positive and negative alleles wiu observed
for all the characters in all the generations. Days to flowering and number of
fruits per plant were controlled by one to three groups of dominant genes
while it was four to fiive for plant height. Overdominance was observed for
all the three characters.
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